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Abstract

LIBOL is an open-source library for large-scale online learning, which consists of a large family of efficient and scalable state-of-the-art online learning algorithms for large-scale online classification tasks. We have offered easy-to-use command-line tools and examples for users and developers, and also have made comprehensive documents available for both beginners and advanced users. LIBOL is not only a machine learning toolbox, but also a comprehensive experimental platform for conducting online learning research.
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1. Introduction

Online learning represents an important family of efficient and scalable machine learning algorithms for large-scale applications. In general, online learning algorithms are fast, simple, and often make few statistical assumptions, making them applicable to a wide range of applications. Online learning has been actively studied in several communities, including machine learning, statistics, and artificial intelligence. Over the past years, a variety of online learning algorithms have been proposed, but so far there is very few comprehensive library which includes most of the state-of-the-art algorithms for researchers to make easy side-by-side comparisons and for developers to explore their various applications.

In this work, we develop LIBOL as an easy-to-use online learning tool that consists of a large family of classical and recent state-of-the-art online learning algorithms for large-scale online classification tasks. In contrast to many existing software for large-scale data classification, LIBOL enjoys significant advantages for massive-scale data classification in the era of big data nowadays, especially in efficiency, scalability, parallelization, and adaptability. Our goal is to make LIBOL not only a useful machine learning tool for practical users, but also a comprehensive experimental platform for machine learning researchers to conduct online learning research. The LIBOL software is available at http://libol.stevenhoi.org/ A more comprehensive and up-to-date documentation for the latest software is available at http://libol.stevenhoi.org/LIBOL_manual.pdf

2. A Family of Online Learning Algorithms for Linear Classification

Online learning operates on a sequence of data examples with time stamps. At each step \( t \), the learner receives an incoming example \( x_t \in \mathcal{X} \) in a \( d \)-dimensional vector space, that is, \( \mathcal{X} = \mathbb{R}^d \). It first attempts to predict the class label of the incoming instance, \( \hat{y}_t = \text{sgn}(f(x_t; w_t)) = \text{sgn}(w_t \cdot x_t) \in \mathcal{Y} \), and \( \mathcal{Y} = \{-1, +1\} \) for binary classification tasks. After making the prediction, the true label \( y_t \in \mathcal{Y} \) is revealed, and the learners then computes the loss \( \ell(y_t, \hat{y}_t) \) based on some criterion to measure the difference between the learner’s prediction and the revealed true label \( y_t \). Based on the result of the loss, the learner finally decides when and how to update the classification model at the end of each learning step. The following algorithmic framework gives an overview of most online learning algorithms\(^1\) for linear classification, where \( \Delta(w_t; (x_t, y_t)) \) denotes the update of the classification models. Different online learning algorithms in general are distinguished in terms of different definitions and designs of the loss function \( \ell(\cdot) \) and their various updating functions \( \Delta(\cdot) \).

Algorithm 1: LIBOL: Online Learning Framework for Linear Classification.

1. Initialize: \( w_1 = 0 \)
2. for \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, T \) do
3. The learner receives an incoming instance: \( x_t \in \mathcal{X} \);
4. The learner predicts the class label: \( \hat{y}_t = \text{sgn}(f(x_t; w_t)) \);
5. The true class label is revealed from the environment: \( y_t \in \mathcal{Y} \);
6. The learner calculates the suffered loss: \( \ell(w_t; (x_t, y_t)) \);
7. if \( \ell(w_t; (x_t, y_t)) > 0 \) then
8. The learner updates the classification model:
9. \( w_{t+1} \leftarrow w_t + \Delta(w_t; (x_t, y_t)) \);
10. end

end

The goal of our work is to implement a large family of diverse online learning methods in literature to facilitate research and development of online learning techniques to real-world applications. In particular, this software consists of 29 different online learning algorithms and variants for both binary and multiclass classification tasks. In general, they can be grouped into two major categories: (i) first order learning (Rosenblatt, 1958; Crammer et al., 2006), and (ii) second order learning (Dredze et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012a; Yang et al., 2009). Examples of online learning algorithms in the first order learning category include the following list of classical and popular algorithms:

- Perceptron: the classical online learning algorithm (Rosenblatt, 1958);
- ALMA: A New Approximate Maximal Margin Classification Algorithm (Gentile, 2001);
- ROMMA: the relaxed online maximum margin algorithms (Li and Long, 2002);
- OGD: the Online Gradient Descent (OGD) algorithms (Zinkevich, 2003);
- PA: the Passive Aggressive (PA) online learning algorithms (Crammer et al., 2006).

\(^1\) Note that second order online learning algorithms follow a slightly different procedure.
To improve the efficacy of first order learning methods, recent years have witnessed the emerging active studies of second order online learning algorithms. One family of recent second order algorithms (Dredze et al., 2008) assume the weight vector follows a Gaussian distribution $w \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \Sigma)$ with mean vector $\mu \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and covariance matrix $\Sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$. The model parameters, including both $\Sigma$ and $\mu$ are updated in the online learning process. Examples of the second order online learning algorithms include the following:

- SOP: the Second Order Perceptron (SOP) algorithm (Cesa-Bianchi et al., 2005);
- CW: the Confidence-Weighted (CW) learning algorithm (Dredze et al., 2008);
- IELLIP: online learning algorithms by improved ellipsoid method (Yang et al., 2009);
- AROW: the Adaptive Regularization of Weight Vectors (Crammer et al., 2009);
- NAROW: New variant of Adaptive Regularization (Orabona and Crammer, 2010);
- NHERD: the Normal Herding method via Gaussian Herding (Crammer and Lee, 2010)
- SCW: the recently proposed Soft Confidence Weighted algorithms (Wang et al., 2012a).

3. The Software Package

The current version (V0.3.0) of LIBOL implements a large family of online learning algorithms and their variants, including 16 algorithms for binary classification, and 13 algorithms for multiclass classification. The package includes the MATLAB library and command-line tools for both online binary and multiclass classification tasks. In addition to MATLAB implementation, we also provide C/C++ implementation for the core functions. The data formats used by this software are compatible with popular machine learning and data mining packages, such as LIBSVM, SVM-light, and WEKA, etc.

3.1 Practical Usage

To illustrate the online learning procedure, we take two data sets from the LIBSVM website, including one small data set “svmguide3” with 1243 instances and one large data set “ijcnn1” with 141,691 instances. In the following example, we use the default “Perceptron” algorithm to demo the usage of LIBOL for a binary classification (‘bc’) task:

```bash
$ demo ('bc','Perceptron','svmguide3')
```

The results output by the above command are summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>mistake rate</th>
<th>nb of updates</th>
<th>cpu time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceptron</td>
<td>0.3318 +/- 0.0118</td>
<td>412.45 +/- 14.66</td>
<td>0.0516 +/- 0.0008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To ease researchers to run a full set of experiments for side-by-side comparisons of different algorithms, we offer a very easy-to-use example program as follows:

```bash
$ run_experiment ('bc','svmguide3')
```

The above command will run side-by-side comparison of varied online learning algorithms on the given data set fully automatically, including all the parameter settings and selection. The full set of experimental results will be generated by the library automatically, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. This library provides a fairly easy-to-use testbed to facilitate online learning researchers to develop their new algorithms and conduct side-by-side comparisons with the state-of-the-art algorithms with the minimal efforts.
The LIBOL package comes with comprehensive documentation. The README file describes the setup and usage. Users can read the “Quick Start” section to begin shortly. All the functions and related data structures are explained in detail. If the README file does not give the information users want, they can check the online FAQ. In addition to software documentation, theoretical properties of the algorithms and comparisons can be found in Wang et al. (2012a). The authors are also willing to answer any further questions.

The design principle is to keep the package simple, easy to read and extend. All codes follow the MATLAB standards with core functions implemented in C/C++. It generally needs no external libraries, except for the support of popular data formats, such as LIBSVM and WEKA data sets for which existing libraries are included. LIBOL is written in a modular way. All the online learning algorithms can be called via the uniform “ol_train()” function by setting proper options. One can easily develop a new algorithm and make side-by-side comparisons with the existing ones in the package. Our goal is to make LIBOL not only a machine learning tool, but also an experimental platform for online learning research.

3. Conclusion

LIBOL is an easy-to-use open-source package for online learning research and development. The current version of LIBOL includes a large number of online learning algorithms for online classification tasks. LIBOL is still being improved by feedback from practical users and new research results (Zhao et al. 2011a b; Wang et al., 2012b Hoi et al., 2013a b). We hope to make LIBOL not only a useful machine learning tool, but also an ideal research platform for conducting online learning research. The ultimate goal is to make easy learning with massive data streams for tackling the grand challenge of big data analytics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>SVMguide3 (#samples=1243, #dimensions=36)</th>
<th>IJCNN1 (#samples=141,691, #dimensions=22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># updates</td>
<td># updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptron</td>
<td>0.332 ± 0.012</td>
<td>412.4 ± 14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMMA</td>
<td>0.329 ± 0.019</td>
<td>469.3 ± 23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aROMMA</td>
<td>0.328 ± 0.018</td>
<td>501.1 ± 29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMA</td>
<td>0.230 ± 0.006</td>
<td>592.9 ± 6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGD</td>
<td>0.237 ± 0.003</td>
<td>636.5 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>0.318 ± 0.013</td>
<td>721.1 ± 18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA1</td>
<td>0.236 ± 0.002</td>
<td>763.4 ± 11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA2</td>
<td>0.253 ± 0.007</td>
<td>1131.5 ± 15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>0.297 ± 0.012</td>
<td>369.1 ± 14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JELLIP</td>
<td>0.332 ± 0.013</td>
<td>412.7 ± 16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW</td>
<td>0.299 ± 0.011</td>
<td>704.6 ± 19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHERD</td>
<td>0.217 ± 0.007</td>
<td>1150.5 ± 27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AROW</td>
<td>0.222 ± 0.004</td>
<td>1219.5 ± 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAROW</td>
<td>0.276 ± 0.042</td>
<td>1193.8 ± 23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCW</td>
<td>0.206 ± 0.004</td>
<td>593.4 ± 13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCW2</td>
<td>0.212 ± 0.009</td>
<td>802.0 ± 73.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of a variety of online learning algorithms on two data sets.

Figure 1: Comparison of a variety of online learning algorithms on data set “svmguide3”.
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